Abstract| Embedded rule-based expert systems must satisfy stringent timing constraints when applied to real-time environments. The paper describes a novel approach to reduce the response time of rule-based expert systems. Our optimization method is based on a construction of the reduced cycle-free nite state space graph corresponding to the input rule-based system. In contrast with traditional state space graph generation algorithms, the optimization algorithm derives a state space graph starting from the nal states ( xed points) and gradually expands the state space graph until all of the states with a reachable xed point are found. The new and optimized system is synthesized from the derived transition system with a synthesis method. We present several algorithms implementing the optimization method. They vary in complexity as well as in the usage of concurrency and state-equivalency, both targeted to minimizing the size of the optimized state space graph.
I. Introduction R ULE-BASED real-time decision systems are embedded AI systems increasingly used in di erent industrial applications, such as airplane avionics, smart robots, space vehicles and other safety critical applications. Apart from functional correctness, these systems must also satisfy stringent environmental timing constraints which impose a deadline on the decision/reaction time of the rule base. The result of missing a deadline in these systems may be fatal. The veri cation task is to prove that the system can B. Zupan is with the Department of Intelligent Systems, Jo zef Stefan Institute, Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia. E-mail: blaz.zupan@ijs.si.
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deliver an adequate performance in bounded time 4] . If this is not the case or if the real-time expert system is too complex to analyze, the system has to be resynthesized.
The paper proposes a novel optimization method for rule-based real-time systems. The optimization is based on the derivation of a reduced, optimized and cycle-free state space graph for each independent set of rules in the rule-based program. Once the state space graph is derived, no further reduction and/or optimization is required, and it can then be directly used for re-synthesis of the new and optimized rule-based program.
The optimization makes use of several approaches and techniques used previously for analysis and parallel execution of real-time rule-based systems, and employs several known techniques originated from protocol validation to minimize the number of states in state space graphs. In particular,
The complexity of optimization is reduced by optimizing each independent set of rules separately. This technique originates from 8], where the same approach was used to lower the complexity of analysis of real-time rule-based systems.
The state space graph representation of execution of realtime rule-based system was introduced by Mok in 17] . He uses it for the analysis of real-based systems, but, because of state explosion, suggests that the approach may be used solely for the systems with few variables. We show how this representation also may be used for larger systems if the reduced state space graphs are used instead. To reduce the number of states, known methods from protocol analysis (representation of a set of equivalent states with a single vertex of the state space graph) and from rule-based system analysis (parallel ring of rules within independent rule set) are employed.
Speci c to the optimization method proposed in this paper are reduction and optimization of the state space graph while it is derived from a set of rules. Also speci c are bottom-up derivation and re-synthesis of a new and optimized rule-based system. In particular,
The derivation of the state space graph starts with the identi cation of the nal states ( xed points) of the system, and gradually expands the state space graph until all of the states with a reachable xed point are found. This bottomup approach combined with breath-rst search nds only the minimal-length paths to the xed points.
Rather than rst deriving the state space graph and then reducing the number of states, the reduced state space graph is built directly. We identify the techniques that, while building the state space graph, allow us to group the equivalent states into a single vertex of a state space graph and exploit the concurrency by labeling a single edge of a state space graph with a set of rules red in parallel.
The derivation of the state space graph is constrained so that it does not introduce any cycles. The new rule-based system constructed from such graph is cycle-free (stable).
The derived state space graph does not require any further reduction of states and/or optimization and it can be directly used to re-synthesize an optimized real-time rulebased program.
In this paper, several state space derivation techniques are proposed, addressing: response time optimization: using the number of rules to re as the response time performance measure, the optimized programs require the same or fewer number of rules to re from some state to reach a nal state.
response time estimation: it is of crucial importance for real-time rule-based systems not only to speed-up the execution time but to at least estimate its upper bounds (cf.
4] and 5]);
stability: all cycles of the original rule-based systems that make the system unstable are removed; determinism and con uence: if more than one rule is enabled to be red at a certain stage of the execution, the nal state is independent of the execution order. The algorithms presented in this paper were developed for a two-valued version of the equational rule-based language EQL. The language was initially developed to study the rule-based systems in a real-time environment. In contrast with popular expert systems languages such as OPS5, where the interpretation of the language is de ned by the recognize-act cycle 11], EQL's interpretation is de ned as xed point convergence. For EQL programs, a number of tools for analysis exist and are documented in 4], 8], and 5].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary background and discusses the analysis and synthesis problem of real-time rule-based systems. Section 3 introduces the EQL rule-based language, its execution model and its state space representation. Several optimization algorithms are presented in Section 4. Section 5 attempts to experimentally evaluate di erent optimization algorithms. The methods, their limitations and possible extensions are further discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
II. Background
Validation and veri cation (V&V) is an important phase in the life cycle of every rule-based system 10]. For a class of real-time rule-based system, Browne et al. 4] de nes V&V as an analysis problem, which is to decide whether a given rule-based system meets the speci ed integrity and timing constraints. The meeting of the timing constraints is a focus of this paper.
To determine if the system satis es the speci ed timing constraints, one has to have an adequate performance measure and a method to estimate it. Mok 17] de nes the response time of a rule-based program in terms of the computation paths of a program leading to xed points. He advocates the use of state space representation, where a state in the state space graph uniquely de nes a state of the real-time system and a transition identi es a single ring of a rule. An upper bound on the response time is then assessed by the maximum length of a path from an initial (launch) state to a xed point. Mok shows that even for the rule-based systems that use variables with nite domains, such approach in the worst case requires exponential computation time as a function of the number of variables in the program.
The problem is similar to that of protocol reachability analysis. Reachability analysis tries to generate and inspect all the states of a system that are reachable from a given set of initial states (cf. 13]). This top-down approach requires that either one has to give a set of initial states to a reachability analysis algorithm, or, as advocated by Valmari and Jokela 19] , has to construct the model of the environment and use it to derive the initial states. Reachability analysis tools use algorithms such as hashing without collision, state space hashing, and similar techniques to reduce the number of the states stored in the working memory. These methods are used for analysis only and limit their usability in synthesis and optimization because they generate only a part of the state space graph. Bouajjani et al. 13 ] present a useful method to reduce the complexity of state space graphs that is based on the identi cation of equivalent states. Godefroid et al. 12] show that most of the state explosion due to the modeling of concurrency can be avoided. They annotate the vertices of a state space graph with sleep sets. If the rule that is enabled in a certain state is also in the sleep set of the same state, its ring would result in a state that was already checked in the earlier stage of the reachability analysis.
To overcome the prohibitive complexity of state space graphs in the analysis problem, Cheng et al. 8 ] present the static analysis method which determines if a program has a nite response time. They have identi ed several special forms of rules, which the rules in the program should belong to if its response time is nite. Recent work of Chen and Cheng 5] focuses on the methods that not only prove the existence of nite response time, but also estimate its upper bound using the number of rules to re to reach a xed point as a performance measure.
Furthermore, Cheng 7] proposes an approach to decompose the rule-based system into independent rule-sets. The analysis technique is then applied to each rule-set independently, and the overall response time derived from the response time of the rule-sets. Corresponding modular approach in the analysis and synthesis of rule-based systems is advocated in 3].
Mok, Cheng et al. and Chen and Cheng all implemented their methods on a class of real-time decision systems where decisions are computed by an equational rule-based (EQL) program. Corresponding analysis tools were developed to estimate the time responses for programs written in other production languages, i.e., in MRL 21] and in OPS5 6] .
Similar concepts within the deductive databases research are presented by Abiteboul and Simon 1]. They discuss the totalness and loop-freeness of a deductive system, which, in the terminology of rule-based systems, describes the stability of the systems in terms of the initial points reaching their xed points in nite time.
If the analysis nds that the given real-time rule-based program meets the integrity but not the timing constraints, the program has to be optimized. Mok 17] de nes this as the synthesis problem, which has to determine whether there exists an extension of the original real-time system which would meet both timing and integrity constraints. He proposes that the solution may be achieved by either (1) transforming the given equational rule-based program or (2) optimizing the scheduler to select the rules to re such that a xed point is always reached within the response time constraint. (2) assumes there is at least one su ciently short path from a launch state to every one of its end-points. Mok gives an example for both solutions, but does not state an algorithm. In Mok's de nition of the synthesis problem, the original program is supposed to satisfy the integrity constraints. To obtain the optimized program satisfying the same set of constraints, Mok requires for each launch state of the optimized program to have the same set of corresponding xed points as for the equivalent launch state in the original program. We believe that the optimization can bene t highly by easing this constraint, so that the optimized program would have for each launch state only a single corresponding xed point taken from the set of xed points of the original system. Such system has a deterministic behavior. Aiken et al. 2] formalize this concept for database production rules and discuss the observable determinism of a rule set. The rule set is observably deterministic if the execution order does not make any di erence in the order of appearance of the observable actions.
A di erent approach to response time optimization is to speed-up the rule-based system by parallel rule execution. For example, Kuo and Moldovan 15] propose a parallel OPS5 rule ring model. They use a notion of context, which groups the rules that interfere with each other. Several contexts can be executed in parallel if they are mutually independent. Cheng 7] proposes a similar rule ring model for EQL programs and further investigates the possibility of parallel ring of the rules that belong to the same context. In terms of the synthesis problem, a rule-base can be rewritten to increase the parallelism. Pasik 18] introduces the constraint copies of so-called culprit rules, thus balancing the work being performed in parallel and reducing the amount of work done sequentially. By Pasik, culprit rules are those rules which require substantially more computation time, which is due to their condition elements which require comparisons to many more working elements than other rules. While the culprit rules have a modied condition part, their action part is the same as that of the rules they are derived from. Another example of speeding-up the execution of production system is Ishida's 14] algorithm which enumerates possible joint structures for OPS-like systems and selects the best one.
Although Pasik and Ishida both address the execution time, their methods do not explicitly address problem of ful llment of the timing constraints and do not estimate the upper bound of execution time. Increased parallelization and execution speedup as proposed above can thus be used to reduce the execution time, but does not give an adequate solution to synthesis and optimization problem for realtime systems as stated by Mok.
III. Basic Definitions
The real-time programs considered in this paper belong to the class of equational rule-based (EQL) programs. Here we de ne the syntax of EQL programs and its execution model, de ne the measure for the response time of the EQL system, and formally introduce the state space graphs.
A. EQL Program
An EQL program is given in the form of n rules (r 1 , . . . , r n ) that operate over the set of m variables (x 1 , . . . , x m ). An example of EQL(B) program is given in Fig. 1 . This program will be used throughout the whole paper. For clarity, the example program is intentionally kept simple. In practice, our method can be used for the systems of much higher complexity, possibly consisting of several hundreds of rules. (Fig. 2) .
As proposed by Mok in 4], one can de ne response time as the time the EQL system spends to reach a xed point, or, equivalently, as the time spent in the decide cycle. A real time decision system is said to satisfy the timing constraints if the response time is smaller or equal to the smallest time interval in-between two sensor readings. A response time can be assessed by a maximum number of rules to be red to reach a xed point. As Mok suggests, the conversion from number of rule rings to response time can be done if one knows the time spent for identi cation of rule to re and the time spent for ring the rule itself. These times depend on the speci c architecture of an implementation and will not be discussed here.
C. State Space Representation
To develop an optimization method we view an EQL(B)
system as a transition system T with a nite set of states. A state space graph for the program given in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3 . Throughout the paper we use the following labeling scheme: edges are labeled with the rule responsible for the transition, and vertices are labeled with the two-valued expression, which evaluates to TRUE for a state being represented by a vertex. After the introduction of the equivalent states (Sec. IV-B.2 and Sec. IV-B.3) we will also allow the vertices to be labeled with a two-valued expression denoting a set of states and allow edges to be labeled with a set of rules. We use a compact notation for two-valued expressions. For example, ab represents a conjunction of a and b, a+b a disjunction, and a a negation of a.
Each state may belong to one or more categories of states, which are: xed point: A state is said to be a xed point if it does not have any out-edges or if all of the out-edges are self-loops. For the state space graph in Fig. 3. . For generality we will assume that there are no constraints regarding the launch states and that any valid state of the system might be a state where the real-time rulebased program is invoked.
Using the above terminology, the response time of the system as de ned in the previous section is given by a maximum number of vertices between any launch state and the corresponding xed points. This de nition is clear in case of the stable launch states. The response time is in nite if the system includes unstable launch states. For a system that has potentially unstable launch states, the response time cannot be determined without knowing the systems' con ict resolution strategy.
We will treat the EQL system as generally as possible and will not distinguish between input and system variables. As a consequence, all the states in the system are considered to be a potential launch states. Also, our optimization strategy will not use any knowledge about con ict resolution strategy that the system might use. The sole information given to the optimizer is the EQL program itself.
D. Derivation of Fixed Points
A state s is a xed point, if F1. no rule is enabled at s, or F2. for all the rules that are enabled at s, ring each of the rules will again result in the same state s.
We can consider the enabling condition to be an assertion over states, deriving TRUE if the rule is enabled or FALSE if it is disabled at a certain state. Our method does not nd the xed points explicitly (this would require exhaustive search over all 2 m legal states), but rather constructs an assertion which would derive TRUE for xed points and FALSE for all other states.
It is easy to derive the assertion about xed points for To generate an assertion for F2 (see Fig. 4 In the following discussions we use this assertion implicitly, meaning that when we assign a vertex to include all the xed points the vertex actually stores the assertion rather than the set of states. Due to the large amount of details, we omit the associated proofs and algorithms. The interested reader is referred to 23].
IV. Optimization Algorithm
Our optimization method consists of two main steps: construction of an optimized nite state space graph and synthesis of a new EQL rule-based expert system from it. The potentially exponential complexity of these two phases 17] is reduced by optimizing only one independent rule-set at a time. The optimization schema is depicted in Fig. 5 In this section we rst present the EQL(B) rule-base decomposition technique. We then propose di erent optimization methods, all of which have in common the idea of generating the transition system from xed-points up and vary in the complexity of vertices and edges in the generated state space graphs. Methods which are simpler in implementation but potentially more complex in execution are presented rst. The section concludes with the algorithm that uses the generated state space graph to synthesize the optimized EQL(B) program.
A. Decomposition of an EQL(B) Program
We use a decomposition algorithm for EQL as given in 7] and modify it for the EQL(B) case. The algorithm is based on the notion of rule independency.
The decomposition algorithm uses the set L k of variables appearing in the left-hand-side of the multiple assignment statement of rule k (e.g., for the EQL(B) program in Fig. 1 The algorithm rst constructs the rule-dependency graph. This consists of vertices (one for every rule) and directed edges. A directed edge connects a vertex a to b if rule a is not independent from rule b. All vertices that belong to the same strongly connected component are then grouped into a single vertex. The derived graph is called a high-level dependency graph and each vertex stores the forward independent rule-set. Fig. 6 shows an example of HLD graph for the EQL(B) program given in Fig. 1 Rules can now be red by following the topological ordering of the vertices (rule sets). For each vertex the corresponding rules are red until a xed point is reached. If the EQL program is guaranteed to reach the xed point from every launch state, the above rule schedule will guarantee the program will reach a xed point as well 7] .
If the optimization technique maintains the assertion about xed-point reachability for every independent ruleset, each rule-set can be optimized independently. The above decomposition method was evaluated in 7] and the results encourage us to use it to substantially reduce the complexity of the optimization process.
B. Derivation of an Optimized State Space Graph
The core of EQL(B) optimization is a construction of a corresponding state space graph. We use a bottom-up approach and start the derivation from the xed-points. We show that the main advantage of this approach is its simplicity to remove the cycles and to identify the paths with the minimal number of rules to re to reach the xed points.
Here, no notion on con ict resolution strategy is used. For each stable or potentially unstable state all corresponding xed points are treated as equivalent. In other words, the EQL(B) execution is valid if for each launch state, the system converges to a xed point arbitrarily selected from a set of corresponding xed points.
B.1 Bottom-Up Derivation
The optimized transition system is derived directly from the set of EQL(B) rules. The derivation algorithm combines the bottom-up and breadth-rst search strategies. It starts at the xed points and gradually expands each xed point until all stable and potentially unstable states are found. Note that the stable and potentially unstable states constitute the set of all states that have one or more reachable xed points.
We will refer to the The optimized state space graphs will have no cycles. This is a result of constraining the states in the system to 
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. Fig. 8 . State space graphs for independent rule-sets R 1 and R 2 as generated from the EQL(B) program in Fig. 1 Breadth-rst search guarantees that all the xed points in the resulting system are reached with a minimal number of rules to be red. In other words, for each state not being unstable in the original system, the only reachable xed point in the new system will be the closest one with respect to the number of rules to re.
The bottom-up approach discovers only the states that are either stable or potentially unstable. All unstable states as well as cycles that they are part of are removed from the system. Fig. 8 shows a possible optimized transition system derived for our EQL(B) example program. Comparison with Fig. 3 Rather than transforming the optimized state space graph, we use the ES algorithm that directly derives the system with equivalent states (Fig. 10) . Again, the algorithm uses the bottom-up approach starting from the xed-point states and the breadth-rst search approach to derive the optimal system in respect to the number of rules to re. Each time the algorithm expands the system with a new vertex, all possible expansions are considered and the vertex with the biggest number of equivalent states is chosen. This so-called greedy approach contributes to further minimization of the size of the state space graph. 11 shows a state space graph with equivalent states constructed using the ES optimization algorithm. Note that instead of the states abcd and abcd there is a new state abd (besides joining the xed points into a single vertex, two equivalent states have been found) and that the number of states for R 2 has halved (two pairs of equivalent states have been identi ed)... as generated from the EQL(B) program in Fig. 1 (Fig. 12 ) exploits both equivalency of states and allows multiple-rule transitions. It uses the bottom-up approach and breadth-rst search. The greedy method is used to add the biggest set of equivalent states at a time.
For our example EQL(B) program, an optimized state space graph using the ESM algorithm is shown in Fig. 13 .
Note that for rule-set R 1 the number of vertices is reduced to 3, and the rules r 2 and r 3 can re in parallel.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . While the introduction of multiple-rule transitions minimizes the number of states in the transition system, such system loses its determinism. A two-vertex section of an imaginary state space graph shown in Fig. 14A explains the point. Vertex S 2 combines 6 states, and uses 3 rules R = fa; b; cg that can re in parallel such that S 0 R ! S.
Both rules a and b are enabled at states 2 and 3 and, for example, from launch state 2, two di erent states 8 and 9 are reachable and can potentially lead to two di erent stable states ( xed points). The ESM algorithm does not guarantee the minimal response time for the state space graphs it generates. This is because ESM does not optimize the rule rings for the states in the same vertex. This shortcoming can be overcome by additionally optimizing each vertex with the ES method. The optimized graph would then be equivalent to the one using the ES method alone. This shows a potential use of the combination of these two methods, when the approach using the ES method is prohibitively expensive because of the large size of the state space graph. One can then rst use the ESM method, and then for speci c vertices use additional ES optimization.
B.4 Deterministic State Graphs With Multiple Rule Tran-
sitions To preserve the determinism in the state graphs with multiple-rules labeling a single edge, additional constraints have to be imposed. The constraints should enforce the mutual exclusivity of the enabling conditions of the resulting rules, i.e., in each state of the optimized transition system no more than one rule can re. For example, a system from Fig. 14A can have a corresponding deterministic system shown in Fig. 14B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . complexity of the state space graph: in our example, the deterministic system includes two more vertices and one more transition. The ESM algorithm can be modi ed for the purpose of deriving the deterministic system. We propose a set of constraints over the set of rules to be red in parallel. If I1 guarantees that the set of reachable states for these two rules are disjoint. Furthermore, the two rules cannot be enabled at the same primitive states of S 0 , S 0 R ! S and a; b 2 R, because of the constraints I2 and I3. We will refer to this modi ed algorithm as ESMD.
We believe that in addition to the set of constraints mentioned above, there exist other similar sets that could possibly lead to similar or better results. Future research work dealing with the determinism of the transition system should address this issue.
C. Synthesis of an Optimized EQL(B) Program
A new EQL(B) program is synthesized from the constructed optimized transition system. For each rule in the independent rule-set, the new enabling condition is determined by scanning through the state space graph so that for rule r i the new enabling condition is: The new rules are then formed with the same assignment parts as the original rules and the new enabling conditions. Rules not included in any of constructed state space graph are redundant and are not added to the new rule-base.
The optimized EQL(B) program constructed using the optimization algorithms BU and ES is shown in Fig. 15 (single-rule transitions with or without equivalent states). Because of the inclusion of state abcd to the enabling condition of rule r 3 , the optimization algorithm ESM derives a slightly di erent result (Fig. 16 ). Note that rule r 4 was found to be redundant and does not appear in any of the resulting programs. 
V. Experimental Evaluation
We have implemented three of the four di erent optimization algorithms presented in this paper, and intentionally bypass the implementation of the BU algorithm due to the possibly combinatorial complexity of state space graph generation. This section attempts to experimentally evaluate the performance of these optimization algorithms on two sets of computer-generated EQL programs and on a commercial rule-based expert system.
Because of the general unavailability of analysis tools for real-time rule-based systems it is hard to assess the performance of optimization methods proposed in this paper. Such analysis tools should derive the number of rules to be red to reach a xed point for both original and optimized rule-based program and should analyze the stability of the programs. For EQL rule-based programs, the Estella analysis tool 8] has the potential for estimation of both. Estella can discover potential cycles, and, when no cycles exist, Estella can estimate an upper bound of the number of rules to re to reach a xed point. Unfortunately, Estella imposes several constraints to rules in EQL programs for them to be analyzable, and, even if these constraints are met, might discover a potential cycle even if one does not exist. Estella's assessment of stability is su cient, but not necessary. I.e., if no potential cycles are found, the program is guaranteed to be stable, but the discovery of a potential cycle might not ensure that there really is one.
To clearly state the di erence between original and optimized program, a precise upper bound of the number of rules to re to reach a xed point is required. For this purpose, we have built a system like the one described in 17], 4] that takes an EQL program, converts it to a C language routine, and then uses it to build an exact state space graph. Next, the system performs an exhaustive search to nd if the EQL program is stable and to derive a precise upper bound of the number of rules to re to reach a xed point. In case of cycles, such bound is given as a maximum number of rules to re to reach a xed point from some state without going into a ring cycle. On one side, such estimation of the bound is pessimistic, because it assumes a rule-ring scheduler to select the rules to re so that it does not nd an optimal and shortest path to a xed point. On the other side, such estimation may be very optimistic, since it assumes the scheduler would avoid any cycle.
Although the analysis system described above is general and could be used with any EQL(B) program, due to substantial computer resources required and high complexity of analysis, it only works with EQL(B) programs that use only a few variables. For this reason, two sets of relatively simple EQL(B) programs were computer-generated that allow for such analysis, but that are still complex enough to show the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed optimization methods.
A. EQL(B) programs without cycles
A set of ve cycle-free EQL(B) programs were computergenerated. The generator is given the number of rules and variables in the program, and the desired average complexity of the action and condition part. The action part complexity is proportional to the number of assignments and the enabling condition complexity to the number of boolean operations in the rules' enabling conditions. All test programs were generated so that to consist of only one independent rule set. Additional constraints were imposed for the programs to meet one of the special form requirements and therefore to be acceptable for analysis with the Estella tool 8]. Both Estella and the exact state space graph based analysis tools described above were then used to estimate (Estella) or to derive the precise (state space graph analysis) upper bound of the number of rules to re for the unoptimized and optimized programs. Table I presents the results of analysis of generated EQL(B) programs and their corresponding optimized versions. Algorithms ES and ESM were used for the optimization. From Table I we can derive the following observations:
Optimization always resulted in a program with the same (P2 and P4) or lower number of rule rings to reach a xed point (P1, P3, and P5).
For all of the example programs the optimization found some rules to be redundant. Compared to original programs, the optimized programs had thus lower number of rules.
The complexity metrics for enabling conditions of the rules (#oper/rule and #vars/rule) indicate that, the optimized programs have more complex enabling conditions. The reason for this is that the optimization is actually a process of removing the unstable states with transitions that lead into cycles. After optimization, the enabling conditions are satis ed for equal or usually fewer states than in the original program. Even though we have applied boolean minimization to the resulting enabling conditions, the increased specialization usually leads to increased complexity of enabling conditions.
As expected, compared to algorithm ES, algorithm ESM always found a more compact state space graph with fewer vertices.
All optimized programs satisfy Estella constraints and enable Estella to be used for analysis. As proved by examples in Table II , this is rather a special case and although cycle-free, the optimized programs do not always satisfy Estella constraints. Furthermore, because of the approximative nature of Estella analysis, this may not be su cient to judge on the optimization of an upper bound of number of rules to re to reach a xed state. For example, based on the sole analysis of Estella, one could conclude that algorithm ES optimized program P2, but did not optimize P5, which is both in contradiction with a conclusion derived based on derivation of the precise upper bound of the number of rules to re. However, Estella might be reliably used to draw conclusions about stability: although optimization guarantees stability, one can further test and reassures it with Estella.
B. EQL(B) programs with cycles
Similarly to programs from Table I , a set of six EQL(B) programs S1..S6 were generated. This time the EQL(B) programs are unstable, i.e., their state space graphs include unstable and potentially unstable states. An upper bound of the number of rules to re to reach a xed point was derived as described at the beginning of this section. Optimization derived stable variants of programs S1 to S7 whose state space graphs did not include any unstable or potentially unstable states.
For EQL(B) programs and their optimized versions from Table II , similar conclusion can be drawn as for the example set in Table I . Most importantly, optimization always reduced the number of rules to re to reach a xed point. Again, compared to ES, algorithm ESM derived the state space graphs with considerably fewer number of vertices. Also, due to the specialization of rules, optimized rules have more complex enabling conditions than unoptimized ones.
Several of the optimized programs (S1, S2, and S7) satis ed Estella's constraints and enabled Estella to estimate the upper bound of the number of rules to be red. The e ect of optimization to enable this particular use of Estella tool is not general, but one might nd it useful when it takes place.
The programs in both Tables I and II were also optimized using algorithm ESMD. This gave similar results as when algorithm ES is used, resulting in state space graphs with much higher number of vertices than in those generated by algorithm ESM. This is due to the high speci city of constraints that algorithm ESMD imposes over the rules to re in parallel in order to derive a deterministic state space graph.
C. Optimization of the Integrated Status Assessment Expert System (ISA) To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed optimization techniques, we used it to optimize the Integrated Status Assessment Expert System (ISA) 16]. This realtime expert system, originally written by Mitre in OPS5, identi es the faulty components in the planned NASA Space Station. Its EQL equivalent is described in 8] and for the purpose of this paper we have converted it to an EQL(B) program that consists of 35 rules and 46 variables.
In the rst optimization step ISA is decomposed into 17 independent rule sets. The analysis with the Estella tool shows that for only 4 rule sets either the potential number of rings to reach the xed point is greater than 1, rule set has a cycle, or rules in the set are not analyzable with Estella. Table III lists the IDs of rules in these sets and gives the number of variables used within each set. IDs of rules in a subset #vars  ISA1 #3, #6, #18, #34, #35 40  ISA2 #11, #19  9  ISA3 #9, #17  6  ISA4 #8, #16, #32, #33  16 For rule set ISA1, Estella analysis tool identi es a possible cycle involving rules #34, #10, and #18 (see 8] for the similar analysis which discovered a potential cycle in ISA) For ISA2 and ISA3, Estella estimated the upper bound of rule rings to reach a xed point to be 2. Rules in ISA4 do not meet Estella's constraints and could not be further analyzed with Estella.
As for EQL(B) computer-generated programs that were presented in this section, the derivation of the precise upper bound of number of rules to re to reach a xed point is needed to clearly evaluate the e ects of the optimization. Due to the low number of variables used, the analysis for ISA2 and ISA3 that uses the exact derivation of the complete state space graph as described in the beginning of this section is possible. The same method can still possible be used for ISA4 but practically impossible for ISA1 due to the high number of variables used.
To make such exact analysis possible, we manually changed the rules in ISA1. We have observed that several variables appear in these two subsets only in the enabling conditions and found that some pairs of such variables could be replaced by a single variable. For example, if the expressions a=TRUE AND b=TRUE and a=FALSE AND b=FALSE are the only ones that involve a and b and are found among rules in speci c subset, a new variable c may be introduced and used instead of a and b, so that c=FALSE indicates that both a and b are FALSE and c=TRUE indicates that both a and b are TRUE. Two expressions involving a and b, respectively, are then changed to c=TRUE and c=FALSE. Such manual alteration of rules reduced the number of variables used in ISA1 to 14.
The optimization algorithms ES and ESM were then used on four mentioned ISA rule sets. The exact analysis with the use of complete state space graph shows that:
For ISA1, as Estella analysis suggested, the unoptimized set of rules really is unstable. The longest path from some state to a xed point that does not involve a cycle requires ring of 4 rules. A corresponding optimized rule set is cycle free and takes a maximum of 3 rules to be red to reach a xed point. The average number of logical AND, OR, and NOT operations to evaluate an enabling condition of a rule increased from 15.6 to 58.8. Algorithms ES and ESM derived the graph with 5 vertices. For ISA4, the unoptimized rule set is cycle free and requires a maximum of 5 rules to be red to reach a xed point. A corresponding optimized set required a maximum of 4 rules to be red. The average number of operations to evaluate an enabling condition increased from 4 to 24. While algorithm ESM derived a state space consisting of 9 vertices, the one derived by ES used 14 vertices.
In case of ISA2 and ISA3, it was found that an optimal rule set would still need a maximum of 2 rule rings to reach a xed state, so no optimization of original rule set is required.
VI. Discussion
A. Qualitative comparison of optimization methods
In the previous section we have presented several di erent techniques for the optimization of rule-based systems. They were all based on a bottom-up approach for derivation of an optimized state space graph. They all remove the unstable states and generate a state graph with only stable states. Potentially unstable states of the unoptimized program are transformed into stable states in the optimized system by removing the transitions that were responsible for cycles. Optimization alters the enabling condition part of rules leaving the action part unchanged. Although these methods exhibit many similarities, they vary in complexity (execution time and required memory space) and in the optimization results they achieve. Table IV qualitatively compares the optimization methods. It shows the tradeo between minimizing the number of rules to re and minimizing the size of the state space graphs. While BU and ES can guarantee minimization of rule rings, the number of vertices in the state space graph generated by ESM is expected to be lower. This is attributed to the greedy heuristics as explained in the previous section. ESMD minimizes the number of the rule rings, but as shown in the following discussion, does not perform well in respect to the state space graph complexity minimization. B. On constraints over EQL language required by optimization algorithms To enable the use of the proposed optimization techniques, several constraints were imposed on EQL rulebased programs. First, a two-valued (boolean) EQL(B) variant of the EQL language is used. In Sec. III-A we show that the conversion from multi-valued EQL program to corresponding two-valued EQL(B) is straightforward. EQL(B) rules are further constrained to use only constant assignments in the subactions (Sec. III-A). This simpli es the derivation of xed points and is then implicitly used also in the conditions for rule-base decomposition (D1a, D1b, and D2, Sec. IV-A) and for parallel rule ring (M1 and M2, Sec. IV-B.3). To be able to use the proposed optimization technique also for EQL(B) programs with non-constant assignments, a possible solution is to convert such program to a corresponding one with constant assignments. Such conversion is straightforward and we illustrate it through an example. Consider the following rule: In general, for a rule with k non-constant assignments, such conversion would replace this rule with 2 k new rules with constant assignments. A di erent approach would be to allow EQL(B) programs to have non-constant assignments, but to change the optimization algorithm to handle such cases as well. This would require a more sophisticated algorithm Derive FP 2 (Sec. III-D) to be used to nd xed points. New constraints that would handle rules with non-constant assignments for decomposition and parallel rule ring could then be adopted from existing ones used for analysis and parallelization of such rule-bases as described in 8], 7].
Several restrictions were imposed that in uenced the generation of state space graphs and de ned which state may be merged in a single vertex and thus reduce the number of vertices in state space graphs. Through experimental evaluation (Sec. V) we have shown that this restriction may still allow the construction of a reduced state space graph of relatively low complexity.
C. Optimization of other real-time rule-based system
The Equational Rule-based EQL language was initially developed to study the rule-based systems in a real-time environment. EQL's simplicity is due to its use of zero-order logic. To increase the expressive power of such production language, a similar, xed point interpretable, Macro Rule-based MRL language 22] that uses rst-order logic was derived from EQL. Consequently, many algorithms for decomposition, response-time analysis, and parallelization The importance of the above mentioned work for the generality of methods proposed in this paper is that the concepts used for decomposition, response-time analysis, and parallelization of EQL, most of which were adopted and used in this paper, were then de ned and used for MRL and OPS5 production systems. For example, the optimization of MRL might as well use state space graphs which would be derived starting from the xed points and be gradually expanded to exclude the cycles. Again, a breath-rst search would optimize the response time of MRL assessed through the number of rules to re to reach a xed point. The main di culty in implementing such optimization is due to di erent logics used in EQL and MRL: while EQL is zero-order logic based, MRL uses rst-order logic. In other words, the major task of transferring the optimization methods used for EQL to those for MRL would be the re-implementation of symbolic manipulation routines that handle expressions (logical operators, minimization). Implementation of rst-order logic symbolic expression manipulation to be used with MRL may be a di cult task, but, once accomplished, would enable the development of proposed optimization methodology for MRL and for similar rst-order logic based production languages.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a novel approach to the optimization of rule-based expert systems. We proposed several methods, all based on a construction of the reduced state space graph corresponding to the input rulebased system. Our focus is on the optimization of the rules' enabling conditions while leaving the rules' assignments unchanged.
The new and optimized rule-based expert system is synthesized from the derived state graph. The vertices of the state graph are mutually exclusive. This, together with the cycle-free nature of the state graph, contributes to the special properties of the rule-based system constructed from it.
In comparison with the original system, the optimized rule-based systems have the same or fewer number of rule rings to reach the xed point. They contain no cycles and are thus inherently stable. Redundant rules present in the original systems are removed. Three of the four optimization methods proposed derive a deterministic system, i.e., each launch state in a system will always have a single corresponding xed point. This is obtained by enforcing only a single rule to be enabled at each state. For the same reason, the use of the con ict resolution for such systems becomes obsolete.
The proposed optimization strategies can also be used for analysis purposes. Namely, they all implicitly reveal the unstable states in the system. All stable and originally potentially unstable states are included in the enabling conditions of optimized rules. Subtracting these from the states included in the enabling conditions of the unoptimized rules identi es the unstable states.
In this work we have constrained the class of EQL programs to have constant assignments only. For unconstrained programs, the same approach can be used. The only major di erence is the identi cation of xed points. To avoid the exhaustive search of the state space, we show in 23] that a low-complexity xed-point derivation algorithms exists if the rule-sets belong to a speci c special form. This is a much lesser constraint than the constant assignments case. Ongoing work is done to identify di erent algorithms to be used to nd xed points for the rules belonging to di erent special forms.
No information other than the EQL program itself is given to the optimization method. The methods would possibly bene t from environmental and execution constraints, e.g., the knowledge about impossible or prohibited states or the knowledge of prohibited sequences of rule rings. Such constraints could be e ective in reducing both the execution complexity of optimization and the complexity of the resulting state space graphs.
We have shown the evaluation of the method through its use for the optimization of several randomly generated rule-based programs and on the real-time rule-based expert system developed by Mitre. The experimentation reveals di erent properties of the proposed optimization methods. It also suggests that our optimization methods should not be used alone, but rather in combination with the analysis tools. Optimization of rule-based systems should then be an iterative process of discovering which rule-set (or even which set of rules in a rule-set) to optimize, and, depending on the desired properties or speci c bias in the optimization, which optimization method to use.
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